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Balinsky: AN INTRODUCTION TO
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DeRobertis, Saez & DeRobertis: CELL BIOLOGY

EMBRYOLOGY Fourth Edition

Sixth Edition

Now in a revised and up-dated fourth edition, Balinsky continues to meet the needs of modern courses in the developmental biology of animals. Coverage of recent research on cell
shape changes and the morphogenetic movements in mesenchyme has been improved. Material on gastrulation, the genetic
activities involved, and the role of induction in differential
translation and transcription has been expanded. New information on in vitro studies of mammalian eggs and the chemical
aspects of differentiation have been added.

The sixth edition of this widely-respected text continues the
tradition of full and balanced consideration of the morphological, chemical and physiological aspects of cell biology.
Extensively up-dated and expanded, the book offers thorough
coverage of enzyme kinetics, chloroplasts, the molecular biology of muscle, and methods of optical and chemical study. The
cell is analyzed at all levels of organization-subcellular,
macromolecular, molecular-including chemical composition
and metabolism.

By B. I. Balinsky, University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. 648 pp.
Order #1518-X.
469 ill. $13.50. Aug. 1975.

By E. D. P. DeRobertis and E. M. F. DeRobertis, Jr. both of the University
of Buenos Aires; and Francisco A. Saez, Institute for the Investigation of
Biological Sciences, Montevideo. 615 pp. 367 ill. $14.95. May 1975.
Order # 3043-X.

Carpenter: IMMUNOLOGY AND
SEROLOGY Third Edition

Wetzel: LIMNOLOGY

the chemical nature and synthesis of antibodies.

A renowned authority on lakes and streams correlates modern
curricular trends with his own teaching experience in this outstanding text. The book opens with a discussion of the basic
physical and chemical properties and the functioning of lake
systems. The bulk of the text is then devoted to a unique integrated functional treatment of the biota and their interaction
with the environment.

By Philip L. Carpenter, University of Rhode Island. 346 pp. 130 ill.
Order # 2422-7.
$12.95. Sept. 1975.

By Robert G. Wetzel, Kellogg Biological Station, Michigan State UniOrder # 9240-0.
versity. 743 pp. 265 ill. $17.50. Aug. 1975.

Organized to cover basic biological and chemical information
followed by laboratory and clinically-oriented topics, the third
edition of Carpenter continues to provide greater emphasis on
serology than other immunology texts. It discusses basic aspects
of the mammalian immune response with special attention to
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Every company has a phone to take

your calL The difference at New
England Nuclear is the people you
cantalkto.
Problem with LSC counting?
The staffand facilities of our LSC
Applications Laboratory will help.
Question on tritium labeling? A
chemist in our Tritium Labeling

Department wants to discuss it with
you. Want to talk with an expert
about steroids, amino acids, carbohydrates, RNA-DNA precursors, lipids,
drugs, or any other area in radiochemicals? The experts are here, and
they all have telephones.
Responsiveness is one ofthe
reasons people count on us.

In tracer methodology,

Its the little things that count.

,> New
England Nuclear
549 Albany Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02118
Customer Service 617-482-9595

Canada: NEN Canada Ltd., Lachine, Quebec, H7T3C9, Tel: 514-636-4971, Telex: 05-821808
Europe: NEN Chemicals GmbH, D6072 Dreieichenhaip,W. Germany, Siemensstrasse 1. Tel: Langen 06103-85035
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MATERIALS
a

special issue of SCIENCE

Increasing denmand for materials, increasing obstacles to their
discovery and production -these and other critical issues surrounding
materials availability and use have generated worldwide concern.
On February 20, 1976, SCIENCE will devote an entire issue to these
problems. Thirty of the country's foremost authorities will discuss the
implications of national policies, energy constraints, and environmental considerations on materials production and use. They w'ill
look at the perspectives in needs and supplies of resources, they will
consider the potential of high technology materials and renewable
and reusable resources. They will be taking a fresh, careful look at materials issues that have import for the health of industrial economies,
the future of materials research, and, ultimately, the quality of life.

Among the distinguished contributing authors are
* Hans Landsberg, Resources for the Future
* Alan Chynoweth, Director, Materials Research Laboratory, Bell
Laboratories
* Alvin Weinberg, Director, Institute for Energy Analysis
* James Boyd, President, Materials Associates
* Ralph Kirby, Chief, Division of Metallurgy, U.S. Bureau of Mines
Additional copies of the Materials Issue are available for $3.00 each.
Send orders to:

I
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American Association for the
Advancement of Science
Department -Materials Issue
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
428
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Annual Meeting

Boston

An Invitation

18-24 February 1976
Come and join your colleagues from across the nation and
around the world to share the scientific experience of this
our bicentennial year. We have arranged a truly fine
scientific, social, and cultural event. For details about
the program, see the Preconvention Issue of Science,
9 January 1976,pages 59-73;for tours, see the 28 November
1975 issue of Science, pages 871-873.

Your place is waiting, come to the Sheraton-Boston Hotel
and the adjoining John B. Hynes Veterans Auditorium in
the Prudential Center of Boston, 18-24 February 1976.
You can register at the Meeting and get a room at one of
the Meeting hotels. If you can get to only one meeting this
year, make sure that this one is it.
-ARTHUR HERSCHMAN

Science and Our Expectations:
Bicentennial and Beyond
1. The Frontiers of Science
A. General Intere.st ... future of
science ... Viking-Mars experiment ... extraterrestrial intelligence .. history of life ...
limits of universe
B. PhYsical Science ... hydrospheric ... atmospheric ... meteorology ... storms ... terrestrial planets
estuaries ...
sun and climate
radiation in
the universe ... quantum mechanics ... coal science
C. Biological Science ... models
...
communications
...
rhythms ... polar biology ...
zoos and wildlife ... mathematical questions
D. Medical Scienrce ... bacterial

infections ... medication ...
neural functions ... cancer research ... consequences of intensive care ... genetics and
gene manipulation ... biomedical research ... computers...
statistics
E. Anthropology ... origins of
Amerindians ... population
studies ... fifty years of anthropology ... nonverbal behavior
.. small child's alchemy ...
cultural and expressive systems
... reconstructing a culture ...

applications
F. Social and Political Science..
integration of science
study
of religion ... innovation diffusion ... class and equality ...

federalism reconsidered ...
work in America ... modeling
social systems .. crime ... violence
G. Behavioral Science ... child
rearing ... child development
... parenting function ... adolescent-adult role .. neurology
of learning ... intelligence and
performance ... race, genetics,
and intelligence .. species-specific learning ... anticipation in
human affairs ... bio-feedback
... hypnosis
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II. Uses of Science
A. General Interest .. health care
... technology and handicapped ... improbable disasters ... the mouth ... connections of acoustics ... food,
nutrition. and population
B. Health ... hearing impaired
... malnutrition ... ecology of
famine ... breastfeeding ...
mortality ... occupational
health ... environmental factors ... health status indexes
... diet and cancer ... fiber
C. Food ... urban food ... drvland farming ... plant productivity ... crop productivity ...
food chain ... Malthus ... energy and food ... indigenous
foods ... germplasm resources
D. Habitation and Development
... American development ...
environment of the future ...
rural America ... rural techHABInology ... air quality
TAT ... economic development ... urban development
... New England
E. Energy ... non-renewable resources ... nuclear power. resources, and alternatives ... solar energy . Alaska pipeline
... hydrocarbons ... oil from
the oceans ... coal mining ...
regional energy planning
F. Science and Technology lIplications ... universitv-industrv
interaction ... foreign policy
... operations research ... social risk ... man-computer relations. .. publishing ... information ... public safety

111. Perspectives on Science
A. General Interest ... planning
for future ... science and art
... communication, ... women
in science
science as drama

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

... anti-science ... interfaice
with the press ... science zind
society
Ethical Per.spective.s ... humain
values in engineering ... corporate scientist ... freedom and
responsibilitv ... literairy
modes ... science and values
Cultural Perspectives ... AfroAmerican ... Brazil ... Mexico ... Japan ... American Indians ... national needs
Historical Perspectiies ... science and revolution .. archaeology ... bicentennial retrospective ... mathematics ...
climate ... biology ... academies
Education ... environmental
... educational pojicies ... science of education ... museums
... college ... symbolic mathematics ... social issues ... scientific literacy. innovative
approaches ... foreign languages
Opportunities ... women and
mathematics ... minorities in
science ... minorities in biomedicine
affirmative action
... minority students ... job
crisis ... science education for
women ... opportunities for
women

G. Science and Technology PolicY
... decision rules .. social policy ... science measurement
... studies ... social utility
policy implementation ... philosophy of technology ... research ... congressional policy
... federal policy ... government regulation ... states and
technology
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